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Computer generated animations have become a commonly employed
medium to communicate architectural designs and projects. Because
designers of animations, the architects, do not share the rich history
of film, they do not readily benefit from the body of cinematographic
techniques that filmmakers can draw upon. Specialists argue that
this results in unappealing, lackluster animations that could be vastly
improved by the application of filmmakers’ craft knowledge. The aim
of this study was to identify which aspects of film craft show the most
promise by systematically examining the use of cinematographic
techniques in architectural films.
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Introduction
Architecture and film has the shared capacity to render dimensions
of space and time, and architecture has been the subject of reflection
throughout film history1. In Eisenstein’s essay, “Montage and Architecture,” he draws a lineage between film and architecture, deeming
architecture as film’s ‘ancestor’. He goes on to say that film is the only
art form “capable of fixing the total representation of a phenomenon
in its full multi-dimensionality”2.

This thesis focuses on five architectural films of a large variety.
These selected case studies highlight the diversity of approaches that
film-makers have taken in the representation of architectural spaces
as well as their use of devices such as camera movements or editing
strategies in creating architectural films. Criteria and qualities will be
identified in contribution to the knowledge of architectural film-making.

Since 1970s, architects have explored cinema as a source of spatial
concepts applicable to architecture3, “but the excitement that accompanied this discovery seems to have passed” says film-maker Patrick
Keiller. Keiller, trained as an architect, uses film as a spatial critique
in the film London (1994). Today, architectural film is recognised as
“a genre in the making”4. More universities are offering courses that
train architects in film-making, a new genre of film is emerging that
combines architectural design, animation and cinematography.

The five architectural films are Koolhaas Houselife (Bêka&Lemoine,
2008), Slussen (B.I.G., 2008), Casa Sperimentale (Storpweber Architects and Thomas Parker, 2019), How to Carve a Giant (Sonia Magdziarz, 2018) and The Sleuk Rith Institute (Zaha Hadid Architects and
MIR, 2014). These films will be analysed in terms of their methodology, camera work and editing techniques. The analysis of camera work
will consider the position of the camera, framing, focal length, depth
of field and moving speed of the camera. The analysis of the editing
will explore montage techniques employed by the film-makers. The
output of the analysis will be contributing to the knowledge of architectural film-making.

Architectural animation is a specialised form of film-making. The
primary objective is to visualise unrealised architectural ideas in
order to demonstrate to the viewer the qualities of a proposed spatial
design. . The subject matter may be the architect’s original concept
of the design, the rationale behind a design, or an in-situ simulation.
The animation is usually in the form of a cinematic ‘fly-through’ of the
designed space to give an understanding of the spatial organisation
and qualities of the design, as well as to persuade the viewer that the
design is worth realising.
Through time, architects have used drawings to convey the spatial
arrangement of their designs. These drawings consist of plans,
sections, elevations, perspectival renderings, and more. With the rise
of technology, the production of these documents has now shifted
to computers, as opposed to being completely hand drawn just half
a decade ago. In addition to aiding digital drawing, technology now
enables digital three-dimensional models of architectural designs,
through which users can navigate virtually.
Similar to the movement through a virtual world in a video game,
architects are able to move about a designed space using a mouse,
seeing the effect on-screen. The on-screen experience is similar
to a movie with a first person point of view, capturing space with a
moving camera. Recording the virtual navigation can then become
a digital animation in the form of a ‘walk-through’ or ‘fly-through’,
which generates a sequence of animated views by programming a
virtual camera following a path, simulating a walk-through within the
designed space.
Developments in digital technology have brought on a revolution in
technical drawing creating powerful tools for architects5. Since the
late 1990s, digital architectural animation emerged as one of the main
medium for representing design ideas.6 Because designers of animations, the architects, do not share the rich history of film, they do
not readily benefit from the body of cinematographic techniques that
film-makers can draw upon.
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Böser et al., 2017
Eisenstein et al., 1989
Keiller, 2007
Block, 2017
Spallone, 2017
Haralambidou, 2015
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Koolhaas Houselife
Bêka & Lemoine, 2008
58 minutes

Koolhaas Houselife (2008) [DVD] Produced by Ila Bêka and Louise Lemoîne. France: Bêka & Lemoine.

Hand-held Camera

Koolhaas Houselife is a documentary film produced by Ila Bêka and
Louise Lemoine in 2008. It was one of the official selections for the
Venice Biennale of Architecture, where it was first shown in public
The film takes place at Maison Bordeaux, or Maison Lemoine, a home
designed by architect Rem Koolhaas in Bordeaux, France in 1998.
After completion, the architect was awarded the Silver T-square Prize,
and in 2002, the house was listed as a historical monument. Koolhaas
Houselife features the home’s housekeeper, Guadalupe, going about
mundane tasks to maintain the condition of the house.
Maison Bordeaux was built for Jean-François Lemoine, a newspaper
editor who was paralysed in an automobile accident. The house was
designed according to the specific needs of the disabled owner, and
most notably features a large 3x3.5m platform lift that could accommodate Mr. Lemoine himself, his desk, and his office across the three
floors of the house. Mr. Lemoine passed away three years after moving in, rendering the elevating platform obsolete.

The first hand-held shot of the film appears in the second chapter,
entitled ‘Shoes’. The chapter was recorded on European Heritage Day.
As a historic site of France, Maison Bordeaux opened its doors to the
public on Heritage Day. The opening shot of the chapter begins with
the tour guide’s verbal introduction to the house, on a tour bus. Due
to bad weather conditions, the tour guide asked the visitors to take off
their shoes upon entering the house, to avoid “leaving the house in a
terrible state”.7 The whole chapter is dedicated to shoes. The camera
pointed at the floor, focusing on the shoes of visitors for a duration
of one minute, a total of 8 shots, depicting visitors dealing with their
shoes.
The third chapter marked the start of Guadalupe’s house cleaning job,
titled ‘Curtains’. The chapter is 4 minutes 30 seconds long, and in it
a hand-held camera followed Guadalupe’s journey of inspecting the
house.
Fig. 1 Koolhaas Houselife DVD Book Cover

The documentary was filmed over the course of a week in the house
and is divided into twenty-four thematic chapters. Each chapter is
dedicated to specific elements of the house that combined form what
the architecture is constituted of.

The opening shot of ‘Curtains’ spent 16 seconds depicting the curtains slowly blowing in the wind, and then cut to the action of the
housekeeper opening them. Guadelupe walked the perimeter of the
first floor, gathering the curtains, then the camera followed her from
the first floor to the ground floor in a single continuous shot lasting 1
minute 20 seconds. The scene then cuts to Guadalupe walking toward
the elevated platform and activating it with a controller. The shot ends
as soon as she pressed the button, cutting into another shot showing
her organising the bookshelves while the platform rises. We then
spend another three minutes following Guadelupe going up and down
the house.

Fig.3 The ‘shoes’ sequence in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.2

The first four chapters of the film introduce the house through its different architectural elements, for example the platform, the curtain,
the stairs and the windows. The elements are introduced through
the housekeeper’s daily encounter with them. The camera follows
the housekeeper’s actions to give viewers a sense of how the house
operates.

Static
The film begins by introducing the main feature of the house, the
elevating platform, as well as introducing the film’s protagonist,
Guadelupe the housekeeper. The chapter, entitled ‘Ascension’, shows
Guadalupe using the platform to ascend from the ground floor to the
top floor. The duration of the chapter is exactly one minute. The camera was mounted on a tripod one metre above the floor and remained
static throughout the whole shot. Only Guadalupe on the platform was
moving, travelling from the bottom to the top of the frame. This chapter diverges from the following chapters in the film as the only scene
with the camera in a fixed position. All later shots in the film were
hand-held. The housekeeper’s name was shown on screen before the
title of the film, prioritising the person as the subject instead of the
house.

Fig.4 The ‘curtain’ sequence in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.3

Fig.2 The ‘ascension’ sequence in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.1
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Bêka and Lemoine, 2008
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This chapter can be considered as a walk-through of the building,
however the architecture of the interior space is still unclear. An
overlapping quality is found between Koolhaas Houselife and John
Smith’s Home Suite, as both take spectators on a journey through a
‘domestic landscape’15 with the use of a hand-held camera. In Home
Suite (1994), the filmmaker John Smith takes viewers on a tour of the
home from which he is being evicted. Film critic Ian Bourn writes on
John Smith’s Home Suite, observes that “We are seeing things on the
periphery of vision that the camera is passing over unexplained.”16
This statement is applicable to Koolhaas Houselife. In this chapter, the
film-maker mindlessly followed Guadalupe the housekeeper walking
through the many spaces of the house, however, viewers spend the
majority of the time looking at the Guadalupe’s back. The interior
space only be seen on the peripheral of the frame. “The lens holds
close to its chosen targets, refusing to give us the wider picture,”
Bourn continued.17 Throughout the whole film, the figure of the housekeeper dominates the whole frame, the architectural spaces can only
be seen on the sides. It is clear that the filmmakers chose to focus
on the person, not the architecture. In an interview, Bêka, one of the
filmmakers, stated “we want to see people!”18

The chapter is a montage of shots instead of a single long continuous
shot, however it is representing a single journey.8 The film editing
technique ‘cutting on action’9 was used twice in this chapter. The
technique is used commonly in films to represent a continuous event.
In the context of this film, the technique allowed the filmmaker to cut
away the excessive footage and represent the continuous activity of
the housekeeper with minimum interruption. For example, the screen
time showing Guadalupe on the platform is largely reduced10 when the
shot of the pressing the controller button is cut straight into the next
shot of her organizing books while the platform moves up the house.
Using this technique achieves the same effect as representing continuous activity, without needing to show the entire uncut journey of
Guadalupe. We followed Guadalupe from the first floor to the ground
floor, then up the platform to the top floor and straight down to the
ground floor kitchen. The edit illustrates the housekeeper’s walking
route through Maison Bordeaux. See Fig.4.
The filmmaker used the song “Je veux vivre” from the opera “Romeo
and Juliet” for this chapter, and the chapter is cut to the same length
as the song. With the chosen song, the filmmaker created a heroic
impression as Guadelupe goes about the house cleaning. The impact
is significantly less strong when the chapter is played without the
background music.

Fig.5 Peripheral vision in Koolhaas
Houselife (2008)

The footage may be considered as filmed in a third-person perspective, with viewers watching Guadalupe as she walks around the house.
However, it can also be considered as a first person perspective, as
the footage was recorded from Bêka the film-maker’s personal point
of view with the use of a hand-held camera technique. The technique
of first person perspective was used in the architectural film Cathedrals of Culture, produced by Wim Wender. Ursula Böser studied
Wender’s film and says the choice of the first person perspective, “Not
only humanised but also suggests an identity, personality and subjective experience.”11
The shaky footage prevalent throughout the chapter is a consequence
of filming with hand-held camera, and this effect is apparent in this
chapter as we follow Guadalupe walking around the three floors of
the house. Viewers experience each step taken by the filmmaker. The
filmmakers, Ila Bêka and Louise Lemoine, admitted their interest in
cinéma vérité.12 Cinéma vérité is a style of documentary film-making,
invented by Jean Rouch, usually filmed with hand-held cameras.13 The
filmmakers emphasised on the improvisation in the filming, stating
that, “We’re just going with the camera...we start talking without explaining what we’re going to ask. We’re trying to find a really intimate
relationship with the people living in the place”14 The use of hand-held
camera enabled the filmmakers to seek these spontaneous relationships.

Fig. 4 Plan of Guadalupe’s walking route in
chapter 2 ‘curtain’ of Koolhaas Houselife (2008)

Fig.6 Sequence in John Smith’s
Home Suite (1994)
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Bêka and Lemoine, 2008
Cutting on action is an editing technique in which the editor cuts from one shot to another view that fits in with the characters
action or movement therefore helping to hide the cut. The cut will often go unnoticed by the audience as they will be focusing on the
action in the scene.
Comparing to the time required to ascend one floor in chapter one ‘Ascension’
Böser et al., 2017
Lemoine, 2013
Hall, 1991
Lemoine, 2013
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Smith, 1994
Bourn, 2002
Bourn, 2002
Bêka, 2018
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The following chapter of Koolhaas Houselife focused on ‘Stairs’. This
chapter showed Guadalupe’s problematic experience while cleaning
the stairs of the house. The housekeeper complains the spiral staircase is too narrow for her and her equipment. The footage showed
that she could only carry one large item up the stairs with her at once
when she needed three of them to do the job. The filmmaker did not
even bother to follow her up and down given the tight space, recording
her from the bottom of the staircase.

Towards the end of the film, the filmmaker detaches from the character of the housekeeper and introduces still life shots, shifting to
the house as the subject. The last chapter is set at dusk, the camera
depicts the darkening of the sky and the environment. In the frame
we see Mrs Lemoine closing the curtains, travelling the whole house
turning off all the lights. This marks an end to the film, it coherent
with the early chapter, where the housekeeper starts her day by opening the curtains of the house.

Jos Boys, writing about how the architect Rem Koolhaas plays with
reversals, the deliberate flipping of the spatial experiences of the able
members of the household versus the wheelchair user, said that, “...
his [the homeowner] smoothness of flow is expressed even more dramatically by juxtaposing it with deliberately awkward and challenging
elements for the able inhabitants of the house.”19 Such juxtaposition is
found in the film, in this chapter for instance:

The filmmaker Bêka said the film was edited to confuse viewers about
the architecture but “at the same time to have an experience of the
space without understanding very well”.23 He claimed the cutting of
the film in little fragments to allow the viewers to create the space
themselves. “If you watch this film... you are obliged to recreate the
space yourself”24.

“...and this is my cane, this is my cane.”20 Guadalupe said this while
holding the detached stick of the vacuum cleaner. She struggled to
climb up the spiral staircase while carrying the vacuum cleaner and
needed a ‘cane’ to assist her ascent. The housekeeper is rendered
‘disabled’ by the architecture, with no handrail nor enough space for
her ascension with the cleaning equipments. By contrast, Guadalupe
walked down the spiral staircase fluidly in the previous chapter ‘Curtains’, proving that the staircase design is inhuman when it comes to
household cleaning.
The chapter ‘Stairs’ is three minutes long, and its entirety was spent
on recording Guadalupe cleaning the spiral staircase. The camera
stayed with Guadalupe inside the staircase for a long period time. By
looking at her, viewers gain an understanding of the spatial quality of
the staircase, as well as the trouble of cleaning it.

Fig.7 The ‘stairs’ sequence in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.4

Fig.9 The ‘dusk’ sequence in Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.23

At the end of the chapter, Guadalupe said to the camera,”That’s it. I
am going now. Goodbye, see you tomorrow!”21 This statement gave
an impression that it requires a whole day to clean the stairs, as the
writer Huxtable puts ‘the unusual demands’22, which leads the viewer
to reflect on the required of time and labour to clean solely the spiral
staircase, when there is also the rest of the house to be cleaned.

Camera Works
The camera works of the film have been consistent throughout the
whole duration, the film employs a 50mm focal length, the same focal
length is used for the majority of the film. Throughout the whole film,
the figure size of Guadalupe in the frame stays consistent, meaning
the same distance between the camera operator and Guadalupe was
kept for the whole period of shooting. The same level of consistency
can be found in the film works of Jacques Tati, who avoids the change
of lens throughout his films in order not to confuse the audience about
the scale of objects26. Alexander Asanowicz, an author who studies
representations in architectural visualisation, points out that the
50mm camera zoom is the true human perception27, therefore the
viewers can easily relate. In addition to using a focal length very close
to the human eye, the filmmakers of Koolhaas Houselife talked to
Guadalupe while recording. The conversation creates an intimacy for
the viewers, making the film natural and personal, exactly what the
filmmakers hoped for28.

Methodology
The fourth chapter ‘Back and Forth’ takes place in the housekeeper’s
living quarter. The camera was physically detached from the main
house. The building has always been known as Maison Lemoine, the
house for the Lemoine family, and only the images of their family
space were published, the servant’s quarters have never been mentioned. In this chapter, Guadalupe offered us a glimpse of this secret
part of the architecture, as if we were given a private tour in a forbidden area of the house. We followed her from outside and entered the
flat with her, and she takes us around and explains every single space,
giving us a complete walk-through of her living quarters. In contrast,
the main house did not get the same level of introduction. The family
quarters was deliberately played down throughout the film. In the
film-maker’s own words, it is, “to create something [a film] that is
completely imbalanced”.23

19
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Boys, 2014
Koolhaas HouseLife (2008) Chapter 4: Stairs
Koolhaas HouseLife (2008) Chapter 4: Stairs
Huxtable, 2009
Bêka, 2018

Fig.10 The hand-held camera viewpoint in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008)
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25

Fig.8 The ‘back and foth’ sequence in
Koolhaas Houselife (2008), ch.5
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Bêka, 2018
“We just want to cut the image [film] in little fragments....we don’t see the world
image...you just watch little fragments, so you have to create the space yourself in
you mind, the image of the house and also the space” Bêka, 2018
Chion,1987
Asanowicz, 2005
Lemoine, 2013
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SLUSSEN
B.I.G., 2008
2m54s

BIG SLUSSEN Master Plan. (2008) Produced by BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group. Denmark: Bjarke Ingels Group
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OG9UQNaMjY

O

0:06

Slussen is a three-minute film produced by the architecture firm
B.I.G.. Slussen was a master-plan competition hosted by the Stockholm city council in 2008, and B.I.G. was one of the five firms invited to
participate The film was produced as part B.I.G.’s competition submission, together with still images of conceptual architectural visualisations and architectural drawings. A film or animation was not a part
of the requirement for the entry29, however the firm produced one in
pursuit of winning the competition.
The film is divided into two parts, with the explanations of the architectural ideas in the first part followed by the virtual fly-through of
the digital 3D model. In the first section of the film, the architectural
ideas are explained through diagramming, using arrows to demonstrate different forms of circulations. The arrows are overlaid on an
aerial view of the site, and this angle holds for 1 minute and 15 seconds before progressing to the second part. In the second section of
the film, we follow the moving camera as it flies around the proposed
architecture.

Privileged View

A

Slussen begins with a Google Maps style satellite view, which is then
rotated and zoomed into to show the site from a high point of view, as
if to see the architecture from the vantage point of a helicopter. It is a
“privileged aerial perspective”, Bruno writes, that, “no one would ever
experience in reality”30. This angle of view is locked in order to explain
their design strategy with diagrammatic arrows, as mentioned above.
As soon as the camera zooms into the site and its surrounding area,
the satellite image fades away and turns into a white 3D digital massing model of the urban fabric. A real image of the site area was superimposed to match the exact angle to give textures to the 3D model, as
well as to show the existing condition of the site. This helicopter view
is estimated to be 400 meters above ground. Although it is a perspectival view31, it looks almost isometric in the terms of architectural
drawings, where the verticals of the scene are quite consistent.

1:14

I
B

C

1:31

E

1:58

H

2:24

G

2:12

Based on the other entries. Fosters and Partners won the competition without any films
Bruno, 2012
Judging from the leading lines of the flat surface

Fig.12 Analysis of camera path of Slussen (2008) in plan view
Fig.11 Opening sequence of the Slussen (2008)
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2:36

1:23

On top of the superimposed image of the site and its surroundings,
the architects show animated arrows to illustrate the design parameters and different traffic flows. In the next shot, the arrows stay while
the image below fades away, showing a large empty plot of land, a
tabula-rasa. Immediately after this, a huge white surface is dropped
down and hovered above those arrows. B.I.G. treats the master-plan
as a piece of paper, through slicing, pushing and pulling it, they create
a new landscape. Dots and lines are drawn to allow the viewers to follow the architects’ design logic. Up until this point, the film shows no
indication of inhabitation and scale. People and trees are added later
in the film, when all the other buildings on the site and its surroundings are extruded in the 3D model. The people in the frame are very
small, almost ant-like, that it remains difficult to work out a sense of
scale for the project.

29
30
31

J

2:28

D

1:43

F

2:05

Key

O

Camera position

0:06 Time in film

Camera angle
Route
Site Area
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Viewpoint (Time)

Focal length

O (00:06-01:09)

50mm

A (01:14)		

50mm

B (01:23) 		

35mm

C (01:31)		

35mm

D (01:43)		

35mm

E (01:58)		

35mm

F (02:05)		

28mm

G (02:12)		

28mm

I (02:28)		

35mm

J (02:36)		

35mm

Phantom Ride
The fly-through in B.I.G.’s film can be considered as a ‘phantom ride’.
The term is used to describe films made by mounting a camera at
the front of a railway engine, with the early Biograph film ‘A Ride on
a Switchback’ being one example. The term ‘Phantom ride’, Keiller
suggests it is “presumably because of the sensation of disembodied
consciousness they [the film-making techniques] offer…which was
then seldom encountered in ordinary experience, even by an engine
driver.”32
The second part of the film is a fly-through of the 3D model with the
final rendered images the proposed design incorporated into it. B.I.G.
produced ten final renderings of the proposed design, each depicting separate locations at different times of the day and night. During
the fly-through in the film, the camera was positioned according to
the angle of view of their final renderings. The route of the camera
is based on the time depicted in the renderings, following a linear
time-line from day to night, meaning the night shots are shown later
in the film. The fly-through camera makes ten stops at ten different
locations to showcase each final rendering of the proposed design.
The rendered images fade into sight as soon as they match the camera angle of the animation, and are each shown for a duration of 2
seconds. The entire fly-through is one single route. See Fig.15 for the
diagram of the camera route in space.
The duration of the fly-through is 1 minute 30 seconds. In this time,
the camera travelled a total distance of 3 kilometres. Subtracting 20
seconds for the stop-overs showing the renderings at each location,
the average speed of the camera is recorded to be 57.9m/s. That is a
considerably fast pace, comparable to the speed of Formula One. The
effect of the fast moving camera is apparent in the film from 1:24 to
2:04. In this 40-second span, the camera travelled from location B to
F, a distance of 1350 metres. I argue that such fast moving camera
does not help viewers create an accurate perception of space. In his
article, Asanowicz discusses the computer representation of space
in dynamic images. He evaluates the 2 to 3 minute animations by his
students, stating that they are too short to create a truly adequate
perception of space. He writes, “The time was too short since in
reality a man needs 6 minutes to walk 600 meters”33 Going by that
ratio, it may require 13.5 minutes to go through five locations (B to F)
in B.I.G.’s design, making the duration of the animation quite long.
While Asanowicz says a slow speed is required to create an adequate
perception of space, when animations were longer, it was found that,
“nothing interesting was happening,” in the movies and that they felt,
“tedious”.34

Fig.14 The fly-through screen shot (top) and the superimposed renderings (bottom) in Slussen (2008)

J
Fig.13 Noon, dusk and bight depicted in
Slussen (2008)

F
G
52m
48m

O
A

H
C
I

E

2m

2m

19m

116m

Considering the scale of the site and the film duration, B.I.G.’s method
of fly-through is proven too fast for the master-plan design competition. The film failed to provide an adequate spatial perception in the
attempt to fly through all ten locations in 1.5 minutes. To make the
film more successful would require a change in strategy potentially
involving the cutting out of some locations, re-routing the camera
path, extending the film duration or splitting up the camera path.

32
33
34

D2m

8m

B

9m
202m

above ground

Fig.15 Analysis of camera path in Slussen (2008) in isometric view (Zoomed)

Keiller, 2007
Asanowicz, 2005
Asanowicz, 2005
401m

Viewpoint
Time
Focal length (mm)
Height above ground (m)
Path
Distance travelled (m)
Duration (s)
Speed (m/s)

O
00:06
50
401

A
01:14
50
202
O to A
485
4
121.3

B
01:23
35
9
A to B
291
6
48.6

C
01:31
35
2
B to C
217
7
31

D
01:43
35
2
C to D
361
9
40.1

E
01:58
35
2
D to E
500
14
35.7

F
02:05
28
52
E to F
271
4
67.8

G
02:12
28
44
F to G
48
6
8

H
02:14
28
116
G to H
500
10
50

I
02:28
35
19
H to I
286
4
71.5

J
02:36
35
8
I to J
523
5
104.7

Table. 1 Table of camera movement in Slussen (2008)
14
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The animation’s fly-through nature is indeed not an ordinary film
experience. The film sequence from 1:24 to 1:59, for example, shows
four eye-level perspectival renderings, representing location B, C, D
and E. At location B, the film shows the first perspectival rendering
from a low viewpoint, seeing the architecture from across the water.
In reality, this is point of view is inaccessible to the general public as
the camera is estimated to be positioned in middle of the water, 9
metres mid-air. Moving from location B to C and then to D, the camera
travels to the pedestrian underpass, then to the riverside promenade.
In the transfer between these locations, the camera glides above the
water. The experience is non-human. In addition, moving from D to E,
the camera takes a U-turn to match the rendered view at location E.
The spontaneous change of view angle and direction is unbearable.
Considering the speed and curvature of the camera path, the single
journey fly-through in B.I.G.’s film may resemble the experience of
riding a roller coaster.

J

2m

Throughout the film, the focal length of the camera lens falls within a
range of 28mm to 50mm. The focal length of the camera lens jumps
to match the varying viewpoints of each rendering with each change
in location along the film’s route. This entails spontaneous changes
in the camera’s focal length from shot to shot. This effect has been
heavily and deliberately used by film-maker Alfred Hitchcock. Named
the ‘Dolly Zoom’, the effect is intended to represent a sensation of
vertigo and may result in visual discomfort. This is due to the fact that
the human visual system requires time to adjust to drastic changes in
visual cues.38
35
36
37
38
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Spottiswoode, 1969
Spottiswoode, 1969
Penz, 1997
Levonian, 1954

G
52m
48m

O
A

In the book A Grammar of the Film, author Raymond Spottiswoode
discusses the employment of tracking and panning camera movements in the context of film. He criticises the camera motions of
non-specialised cinema, writing, “If a character sitting in one room
gets up, walks to the door, passes down a corridor into another room,
the camera will very often follow the whole series of actions, as if
terrified that he will escape. This is supposed to correspond to the
mechanism of attention, the camera merely doing what the spectator would do, or would wish to do.”35 Such camera work is found in
this film by B.I.G. There is not a single frame in the film that does not
include the proposed architecture, as if terrified that the viewers will
miss it. Spottiswoode continues, “If another event...seems to the mind
to be of superior importance, the eyes and head will indeed be turned,
but not in the least the way represented by the camera.”36 Instead of
traveling and orienting the camera toward the subject of choice, the
camera work in the film should allow the viewers to orient their own
eyes and head towards the subject of importance. The filmmaker
Jacques Tati has supported this idea, saying, “I want to make people
participate a little more, to let them change gear themselves; not to
do their work for them”37
Comparing the final architectural rendering for the competition entry
with the one that appears in the animation produced, a clear difference can be noted. In the film,the background environment from the
final rendering was removed to allow it to blend in more with the
animation as a whole. The deliberate act of removing the sky enables
the background of the virtual space to fall through, and makes it clear
that the film-maker did not wish to interrupt the linear time-line of
the animation.
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Fig.17 Analysis of camera path in Slussen (2008) in isometric view

Fig.16 Viewpoint B, C, D & E in Slussen
(2008)

Fly-through

Competition render

Edited for animation

Area edited
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Fig.18 Film and renderings analysis in Slussen (2008)
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Casa Sperimentale

00:12

Storpweber Architects and Thomas Parker, 2019
7m53s

Casa Sperimentale by Giuseppe Perugini, Uga de Plaisant and Raynaldo Perugini - 3D Scan (2019)
Produced by Thomas Parker. London: STORPWEBER architects Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPfZqoL64xQ
01:42

The film on Casa Sperimentale is a 3D scan animation of a building
produced for an exhibition as well as serving as a part of a research
project. Casa Sperimentale is an experimental concrete treehouse
built by Giuseppe Perugini and Uga de Plaisant. The house was once
used as a summer home for the designers, but has fallen into disrepair and been vandalised with graffiti since the death of the architect.
The film and exhibition was curated by Patrick Weber and Sabine
Storp, both architects and researchers at the Bartlett, who decided
to document the building before its condition worsens. They claimed
that the building, “Might soon be beyond the point of being able to be
saved…it deserves to be comprehensively researched and documented so that its story is not lost and so that professionals and students
around the world can learn from it before it is lost forever.” They hope
that comprehensively documenting the structure could help preserve
it, physically or at least digitally.40 The project was funded by the
Bartlett School of Architecture Design Research Award funding, and
was exhibited in Germany in early 2019 as a part of the program of the
100th year celebration of the Bauhaus. The film features the architecture of Casa Sperimentale in recorded point-cloud data, visualised on
a computer by Thomas Parker.

Fig.19 The exhibition space of Casa Sperimentale research project

Glide
The film, entitled ‘The House in the Trees’, opens with a shot of a
landscape of trees leading to the building. The building was originally
named Casa Albero, meaning tree-house in Italian. It was the directors’ idea to reference the trees before the architecture was shown to
us in the animation.41

06:45

04:15

The whole film is essentially a fly-through of the architecture. The
house was digitally recorded in a 3D point-cloud with a Lidar device42,
after which the data was then rendered and represented in digital
space. The film consists of 10 shots total, all of which are tracked
shots, meaning the camera glides in space, along, over or under the
architecture.

01:18
05:50
03:16

In the first shot (A), we are given a sense of scale of the project and its
immediate context. We begin from outside the site, seeing the trees
in distance, and then glide to see the site elevation from the adjacent
street, with fences of the site at the bottom of the frame. At first, we
only see the guest house at the back, but as we glide through we
stumble upon a giant sphere, marking the location of the main building. However, only a small glimpse of the architecture is shown in this
shot. The filmmaker said the shot was to establish the existing landscape around the house.43 First we see the trees, then the site and at
the end, the street. Together they provide the neighbouring context,
with the vehicles giving us a sense of scale. In this shot it seems as
though we are looking at the site from the side window from a moving
car. Framed by its window, we see the world in elevation.
40
41
42
43
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Block, 2019
Parker, 2019
Lidar is a surveying method that measures distance to a target by illuminating the
target with pulsed laser light and measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor.
Parker, 2019

04:51
00:46
meters above ground

02:42
Fig.20 The sequence of the first shot (A,
Elevation) in Casa Sperimentale (2019)
Fig.21 Analysis of camera path in Casa Sperimentale
(2019) in plan view
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The second scene (B) is also a track shot exploring another elevation
of the site. Jumping from first shot, immediately we feel sudden drop
in speed in the second scene. There is a significant difference of camera speed between these two shots, it drops from 3.5 m/s to 2.4 m/s.
Table. 2 shows the complete analysis of the film’s camera movement.
The camera took a path outside the building site. This shot begins
across the street, from the neighbour’s garden, elevated 6 metres
off the ground. In this shot, the fence locates at the lower part of the
screen, the architecture is more exposed. To compare the first two
scenes, in the second scene we feel closer to the architecture, the
trees did not block the view in this elevation, the 6-metre position of
the camera avoided the fence to become a visual barrier. We glide
across the elevation of the site and arrive at another neighbour’s
garden.

Fig.22 Shot B (Elevation) in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

After that, the camera moved to a high viewpoint, looking down,
providing a top-down view (C). The camera hovered above the building
like a low flying bird, we are extremely close to the architecture. Due
to the employed wide focal length, we see the distortion of the building’s verticals. The effect of motion-parallax emphasises the perception of space, it creates a strong sense of three dimensionality, which
can only be achieved by being close to the object.
The forth scene (D) was a frontal shot where the camera moves forward towards the architecture, the camera was positioned at eye-level
height, 1.6 metres above ground. We start from outside the site, the
fence dissolves as the camera moves through it, we then found ourselves inside the premise, trespassing the site, the camera continued
to move. This is the only shot in the whole film at ground level. As the
camera moves towards the architecture, we see the red stairs slightly
off centre on the left. The set of red stairs is the primary entrance to
the house, the route of the camera was set up to allow the viewers to
get the sense of approach to the building in the way that the architects’ would imagine. Instead of going up the stairs we continue to
move forward, we then went passed a second fence and eventually left
the site.

Fig.23 Shot C (Top-down perspective) sequence in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

Fig.25 Analysis of camera path in Casa Sperimentale (2019) in isometric view

The moving camera speed of this shot is relatively slow in comparison
to the previous three shots.44 The speed is estimated to be 1.8m/s,
which is about the average walking speed(1.4-1.67m/s)45. The camera
position, speed and path in the shot reflects the film-maker’s intention to recreate the human experience in this shot.
Shot
Camera path
Start time
Shot duration (seconds)
Focal length (mm)
Height above ground (m)
Distance Travelled (m)
Duration (s)
Speed (m/s)
Fig.24 Shot D (Human Perspective) sequence in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

44
45
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A
AA'
00:12
33
25
2
115
33
3.5

B
BB'
00:46
32
25
6
78
32
2.4

C
CC'
01:18
24
18
20.2
78
24
3.2

D
DD'
01:42
60
25
1.6
109
60
1.8

E
EE'
02:42
35
18
5.8
58
35
1.7

F
FF'
03:16
59
25
6.9
71
59
1.2

G
GG'
04:15
36
25
6.9
51
36
1.4

H
HH'
04:51
59
25
6.5
55
59
0.9

I
II'
05:50
55
18
1.7
38
55
0.7

J
JJ'
06:45
36
18
18.9
38
36
1.1

Table. 2 Analysis of camera speed and shots duration in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

Please refer to Table. 2
600 metres in 6 minutes is 1.67metres per second.
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Architectural
In the next shot, (E) we start just above the fence and move sideways
into the site, then find ourselves slicing into the building. We see the
interior of the first floor in terms of elevation and a concrete wall
full of graffiti. As we move along, the frame reveals another interior
space, an extended space next to the flat concrete wall. Here, depth is
introduced. With the camera locked into one direction and following a
straight path, essentially a section cut of the architecture, the spatiality of the interior is demonstrated. In the shot, we move through walls
like a ghost, aware of their existence but dissolving as we move across
them.
The entire film has an architectural quality to it. Due to the fact that
the camera moves in a locked angle position in one direction at a time,
it is as if we are reading the building as an architectural drawing. The
film is, in fact, a three-dimensional drawing in sequence.
Throughout the film, the focal length of the camera lens stays within a
range of 18-25mm. The wide angle lens encapsulates more information of the depicted space in each frame. Since the camera is always
positioned perpendicular to the architecture, there is no distortion
and the verticals remain straight. In fact, the verticals of the depicted
space are highly consistent for the duration of the film. The film-maker claims this is, “To show the qualities of the space in architectural
terms.”, Parker, who visualized the data for the film, explained that
the rule of the camera was, “Rather than feeling like you’d watch a
film of the building, we hoped to draw the viewer into a series of moments that might explain a bit more than a film that could have been
shot on a standard camera.”46

meters above ground

Fig.26 Shot E sequence: Section, Elevation (Flat) and Elevation with depth in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

46
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Fig.27 Analysis of camera path in Casa Sperimentale (2019) in isometric view (Zoomed)

Parker, 2019
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Long Takes

Ambiguity

The long paths and slow movements the camera took resulted in long
durations of shots. The film, as a whole, is 7 minutes and 53 seconds
long and consists of ten shots. Each shot ranges from 24 to 60 seconds. The long paths travelled by the camera cover the whole length
of the architecture, allowing viewers to see the building from end to
end. The film-maker refers to the film as a ‘deep dive’ into the larger
collection of the research on Casa Sperimentale. The pace of the camera was related to two drawings, the scanned section and plan, and.
the film is meant to be viewed in unison with these. The film-maker
said it was “for viewers to immerse themselves in the architectural
language between mediums at that speed”.47

The film is a combination of real and virtual. The geometry of the
architecture was recorded in real life and captured in millions of data
points. The recorded data was then processed digitally on a computer,
the collection of points forming a point-cloud in the 3D software, suspended in virtual space. A virtual camera in the 3D modelling software
was used to record a fly-through around the reconstructed geometry.
In the film, the data points are presented against a black background.
The film-maker notes that the black colour was chosen because it
was the ‘least distracting’ in regards to the visual content. With the
background in black and the architecture in bright colours, time is
rendered ambiguous. In a sense, the architecture is frozen in time
and space, achieving the researchers’ aim to document the building
by freezing it. The lack of music in the film is intentional, too, as the
film-maker did not want music playing in the exhibition space.52

Fig.30 Day or Night?, Shot H in Casa Sperimentale (2019)

François Penz, an author who studies cinema and architecture, writes
on Jacques Tati’s films that the purpose of a long shot is to provide,
“Enough space on the screen for the eye to wander.”48 The heavy use
of long takes has been observed in the films of Andrei Tarkovsky.49
His movie Stalker relies on long takes with slow, subtle camera
movements, rejecting the use of rapid montage.50 Cinematographer
Sareesh Sudhakaran notes that one rule in Tarkovsky’s long takes is
to provide new information.51 In all of the shots of Casa Sperimentale,
the camera is locked to the same angle as it glides along the architecture, revealing new information with every frame. For example, in
the first shot (A), the camera travels over 115 metres in showing the
site context first and then the actual architecture. In the fifth shot (E),
the internal space was shown progressively. Information is revealed to
viewers inch by inch in the shots of this animation.

The black background and lack of music in the film resembles a scene
from the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey by Stanley Kubrick. The scene
depicts a spaceship and a pod in space, with light casting on the surface of both entities against a pitch black background. In the scene,
astronaut Dave is rejected by the artificial intelligence (AI) aboard the
spaceship. He is stuck in a pod in external space, unable to return
to the spaceship. The entire scene has no background music, only
the conversation between the two, Dave and the AI, along with some
sound coming from the machines can be heard. The camera is locked
to the subject and does not move for the duration of the scene. Each
shot ranges from 4 to 8 seconds. The time of day is undefined. The
passing of time, the suspense, the emotion, and the hopelessness is
felt strongly by Dave, and also by the audience.
Casa Sperimentale shares the qualities of the scene from 2001: A
Space Odyssey. The shows no inhabitation. It is devoid of people and
the animation is entirely dedicated to the architecture. The graffiti
on the surfaces of the building is an indication of past inhabitation,
but apart from that, the lone viewer of the film is the only inhabitant,
floating in virtual space.

Fig.28 & 29 Scanned Plan and Sectional Drawing of the Casa Sperimentale research project

47
48
49
50
51
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Parker, 2019
Penz, 1997
Johnson and Petrie, 1994
Büsch et al., 2008
Sudhakaran, 2018

Fig.31 ‘Open the pod bay door please, HAL’ sequence from 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) by Stanley Kubrick

52

Parker, 2019
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How to Carve a Giant
Sonia Magdziarz, 2018
5m57s

How to Carve a Giant (2018) Produced by Sonia Magdziarz. London: apastoreality
Available at: https://vimeo.com/275430447

‘How to Carve a Giant’ is a film presented as part of a student project.
The project was produced by postgraduate student Sonia Magdziarz
from the Bartlett School of Architecture, who received the RIBA Silver
Medal for the work in 2018. The project proposes an architecture
capable of safekeeping contemporary forms of knowledge by carving
a folk story into the rock underbelly of Helsinki over a long period of
time. Magdziarz used digital film as a medium to represent her project. “The primary media through which the project has been explored
is through film that as an architectural design tool is inseparably
related to the question of time. More specifically for the project, film
enabled long term thinking. The following examples illustrate the use
of several time-lines in the project and changes that have occurred
within the building.”53 The entire film was produced by Magdziarz
herself, with its primary audiences being academics and architects, as
well as a board of examiners at the end of her postgraduate course.

Time-line(s)

Fig.32 Perspectival rendering of the project

The film depicts the architecture in different eras decades apart. The
narrative of the project is based on time, consisting of the past, present and future. The time-line employed by the film-maker suggests
that time is linear, and viewers reading the time-line can assume that
the film depicts the architecture chronologically from start to finish.
However, it is observed that the shots were not sequenced linearly; all
shots are shuffled together in the film.
There are a total of thirty shots in the film. Based on visual cues,
they can be categorised into three categories - the past, present and
future. The past is typically depicted through dark environments, and
can be identified through the site context through buildings in the
background being constructed. The present is demonstrated by flying
through the building in its current state, as well as showing completed
buildings in the background. The shots depicting the future demonstrate abstract ideas through looking at surfaces in extreme detail.
The ‘future’ subjects support the narrative of the project, where, “Information size will decrease to an imperceptible scale in the future.”54
Through the categorization of past, present and future shots in How
to Carve a Giant, we can map out the film’s shifting and manipulated
of time-lines. Table. 3 shows the breakdown and mapping of shots in
How to Carve a Giant.
53
54

Fig.34a Magdziarz’s submitted panel to RIBA including a time-line of the project

Architecture time

Year 1900

Year 1909

Year 1940

Year 1955

Year 2000

Year 2056

Year 2056

Film time

minute 00:14

minute 00:34

minute 01:45

minute 02:50

minute 03:55

minute 05:00

minute 05:22

Fig.34b Magdziarz’s time-line of the project (Zoomed)

Magdziarz, 2018
Magdziarz, 2018
Fig.33 Shots of past, present and future in
How to Carve a Giant (2018)

Shot
Start
End
Duration(s)
Past
Present
Future

Shot1
2
1 3
2 4
3 5
4 6
5 7
6 8
7 9
8 10
9 11
10 12
11 13
12 14
13 15
14 16
15 17
16 18
17 19
18 20
19 21
20 22
21 23
22 24
23 25
24 26
25 27
26 28
27 29
28 30
29
Start
00:04
00:14 00:04
00:23 00:14
00:30 00:23
01:12 00:30
01:26 01:12
01:40 01:26
01:46 01:40
01:56 01:46
02:02 01:56
02:10 02:02
02:32 02:10
02:51 02:32
02:58 02:51
03:06 02:58
03:20 03:06
03:27 03:20
03:34 03:27
03:38 03:34
03:46 03:38
03:55 03:46
04:04 03:55
04:15 04:04
04:21 04:15
04:39 04:21
04:44 04:39
04:51 04:44
05:00 04:51
05:12 05:00
05:25 05:12
End
00:14
00:23 00:14
00:30 00:23
01:02 00:30
01:26 01:02
01:40 01:26
01:46 01:40
01:56 01:46
02:02 01:56
02:10 02:02
02:18 02:10
02:51 02:18
02:58 02:51
03:06 02:58
03:20 03:06
03:27 03:20
03:34 03:27
03:38 03:34
03:46 03:38
03:55 03:46
04:04 03:55
04:15 04:04
04:21 04:15
04:39 04:21
04:44 04:39
04:51 04:44
05:00 04:51
05:12 05:00
05:25 05:12
05:55 05:25
Duration(s)
10
9
10 7
9 32
7 14
32 14
14 6
14 10
6 6
10 8
6 18
8 19
18 7
19 8
7 14
8 7
14 7
7 4
7 8
4 9
8 9
9 11
9 6
11 18
6 5
18 7
5 9
7 12
9 13
12 25
13
Past
Present
Future

30
05:25
05:55
25

Table. 3 Time-line analysis of How to carve a Giant (2018)
26
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Shot number, start time and the estimated focal length (mm)

Shot 1

00:04

70mm

Shot 2

00:14

35mm

Shot 3

00:23

50mm

Shot 4

00:30

35mm

Shot 5

01:12

28mm

Shot 6

01:26

50mm

Shot 7

01:40

70mm

Shot 8

01:46

35mm

Shot 9

01:56

50mm

Shot 10

02:02

50mm

Shot 11

02:10

35mm

Shot 12

02:32

28mm

Shot 13

02:51

70mm

Shot 14

02:58

35mm

Shot 15

03:06

50mm

Shot 16

03:20

70mm

Shot 17

03:27

50mm

Shot 18

03:34

60mm

Shot 19

03:38

35mm

Shot 20

03:46

35mm

Shot 21

03:55

50mm

Shot 22

04:04

35mm

Shot 23

04:15

70mm

Shot 24

04:21

35mm

Shot 25

04:39

50mm

Shot 26

04:44

28mm

Shot 27

04:51

70mm

Shot 28

05:00

35mm

Shot 29

05:12

70mm

Shot 30

05:25

35mm

Fig.35 Shots breakdown of How to Carve a Giant (2018)
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Spontaneous
Film director Christopher Nolan typically manipulates time in his
films55. In his recent featured movie, Dunkirk (2017), there are multiple time-lines, similar to How to Carve a Giant. Dunkirk weaves together three different stories told on different time scales. The same
editing is observed in Magdziarz’s film. Film critic Stokes writes about
the time-lines in Dunkirk, saying they are not narrative arcs. Instead,
they are affective arcs56. A narrative arc refers to the chronological
construction of a film, whereas affective arcs (or emotional arcs) represent the journey of highs and lows for greater engagement with the
viewers. In Dunkirk, the affective arcs represent the rise and fall of a
sense of danger. In the context of How to Carve a Giant, the dark shots
of the past represent the lows, and the brighter futuristic shots represent hope. The shots of the past show the architecture in decline, with
graffiti on walls and on the face of the carved giant. On the other hand,
the future is represented by lively surfaces and abstract components.
The film offers no explanation of the greater architectural project. It is
only in hindsight, after reading the submitted entry, that the audience
can understand what the whole project is about. Therefore, the film
sequence relies on the power of the imagery and the hidden implications of the architecture, on back-stories that may or may not have
happened. All is left to the audience to deduce.

Every shot in How to Carve a Giant features movement. Twenty-five
shots were recorded with a moving camera, and the other five shots
offer static positions showing moving objects. The camera pans and
glides and architectural elements are constantly rotating and changing. The action is consistent throughout the film and the pace is never
interrupted. The filmmaker, Magdziarz, employed a special technique during select shots of the film where the camera moves while
rotating. This technique enriches these scenes. Something more is
revealed, it is no longer a zooming in and out exercise.
In the film, the camera progresses at extreme low speed, and consequently, the shots are long in length. The shot length in the film ranges from 4 to 32 seconds, with an average of 11.17 seconds. Mentioned
above, Tati’s use of long takes allows viewers eyes to wander57. Spottiswoode states, “If the camera moves very slowly, the spectator will
be able to mark with perfect clearness the subjects traversed on the
way”58 With the combination of a slow moving camera and long shot
durations, there is time for our eyes to see the architecture in detail.
Fig.38 Static scene with moving subject in
How to carve a Giant (2018)

Throughout the film, we are not always at human eye-level. We often
find ourselves floating in space. The shots in the film do not attempt
to recreate the experience of walking through the architecture. In fact,
the film never depicts an overall picture of the architecture. It is clear
that the spatial experience and narrative construction are the priority
of the film. An aerial view of the architecture is only shown in the RIBA
submission entry.
The lens focal length employed in the shots are estimated to be within
a range of 28mm to 70mm. None of the shots consist of a super wide
angle view, hence the scenes are not distorted. The focal lengths used
are very close to the human eye (50mm)59, therefore the scenes look
very natural and can easily be related to.

Fig.36 Time-line breakdown of the movie Dunkirk by the film critic Sven Pape
(Three colours represent three time-lines)
Fig.39 Special camera movement in How to
carve a Giant (2018)

Fig.37a&b Magdziarz’s submitted entry to RIBA
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Penz, 1997
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Sleuk Rith Institute

Zaha Hadid Architects and MIR, 2014
2m59s

Sleuk Rith Institute Cambodia (2014) Produced by MIR. Norway:Zaha Hadid Architects
Available at: https://vimeo.com/108490567

Cinematic Unfold

Sleuk Rith Institute is a project by Zaha Hadid Architects. The proposal
is an educational institute for the Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC Cam). DC Cam is a non-governmental organisation whose
mission is to research and record the era of Democratic Kampuchea.
The project is to be funded by the Cambodian government. An animation was produced for the Sleuk Rith Institute project, however, two
versions of the film were published on the internet. One version was
uploaded by the architect’s office on the video-sharing website Vimeo,
and another by DC Cam on Youtube. The architect’s version was
published five days later than the institution. The difference between
the two will be discussed later. The following analysis is based on the
version published by the architect’s office.

The film was produced with an occupant’s point of view. The shots are
about the spatial experience through the architecture. Due to the fact
that the animation was outsourced and not produced by the architects themselves, the computer graphics (CG) artist is free from the
restrain of the designers’ thinking. He/she need not to worry about
showing the joint detail of a column, and is able to explore the experiential quality within the digital 3D model, and create something fresh
to the architects’ eyes.
The architect Le Corbusier once said that for forty years, he’d been
looking for a photographer able to express the experiential qualities of
his architecture. In the end, he found the photography Lucien Hervé.
Hervé paid a visit to Unité d’habitation and sent Corbusier more than
six hundred photographs. “You have the soul of an architect,” Corbusier replied, and asked Hervé to become his official photographer. The
methodology employed in Hervé’s works is to create “cinematic visual
experiences unfolding over time.”60 In his images of Notre Dame du
Haut (Ronchamp), he focused on smaller details like the close up of
the rough concrete, or the strong shadow casting on the walls. These
images may appear abstract on their own, but they create a rich total
experience when viewed in sequence, one that wide shots would have
missed out. This essentially captured the idea of architectural film
making.

The animation was produced not by the architects themselves, but by
the company MIR, who are known for their architectural visualisation
work. There are two parts that form the structure of the film, the first
part being the narrative of the building, and the second introducing
the building with a fly-through. The film was set in Cambodia and follows a linear time-line, depicting the architecture from early morning
to noon.

Narrative
The film begins with a scene in the forest. A building is shown at the
back of the scene, far away from the camera, and is blurred out due
to the shallow lens depth of field. Only the tree trunks are in focus.
Although the architecture was not shown clearly, the scene serves as
an introduction. The juxtaposition of the foreground and background
is believed to be intentional, conveying that the main design feature
of the architecture was actually inspired by the natural form of trees.
The introduction is used to set the mood. The blurring of the building
makes it more mysterious, building anticipation for viewers.

Fig.40 The narrative sequence in The Sleuk
Rith Institute (2014)

The narrative part of the film follows after the brief introduction. We
are placed inside of a library. The camera moves right in front of a
table, showing an opened book. The camera zooms into the book to
show photos of the victims of the Khmer Rouge, reminding viewers
about the event. After this, the film progresses to the second part of
the film, the fly-through. In the fly-through, we move from interior to
exterior. At first, the camera first showcases multiple interior spaces. From 00:31 to 01:17, we see the living room, the library and the
internal atrium. As the film (time) progresses, we see an external shot
looking up one corner of the building and at 01:18, we slowly we see
an orange light casting on one side of the façade, indicating dawn.
More external architectural elements are revealed as the sun rises,
and even more as the sunlight starts to intensify towards noon. By this
time, occupants of the building start to appear within the frame. More
exterior and interior shots were added after this.

Fig.42 Lucien Hervé’s contact sheet of Unite d’habitation

Fig.43 Lucien Hervé’s contact sheet of the Notre
Dame du Haut

Fig.41 The fly-through sequence in The
Sleuk Rith Institute (2014)
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Shot number, start time and the estimated focal length (mm)

Shot 1

00:01

50mm

Shot 2

00:13

35mm

Shot 3

00:20

35mm

Shot 4

00:25

50mm

Shot 5

00:31

70mm

Shot 6

00:36

50mm

Shot 7

00:40

70mm

Shot 8

00:43

35mm

Shot 9

00:49

35mm

In reality, we first encounter a building from its exterior, seeing its
façade first and then progressing to its entrance and the smaller spaces of the building. However, in the Sleuk Rith Institute film,
spaces are shown to us in a reversed sequence. Through the use of
different focal lengths, the architecture is shown inch by inch. The
focal lengths are estimated to be 70mm, 50mm, 35mm and 18mm
respectively to the shots of the window, room, atrium and the exterior
scene. More spaces are always revealed with each progressive shot.
We first see a window, then a room, then the atrium and then exterior, ending with the bigger picture. We are forced to inhabit the space
without knowing where we are and the architecture is slowly revealed
to us in a progressive manner.

Time:		
Focal Length:

Shot 10

00:59

35mm

Shot 11

01:05

40mm

Shot 12

01:18

15mm

Shot 13

01:28

70mm

Shot 14

01:33

50mm

Shot 15

01:38

50mm

00:02 00:31
50mm 70mm

00:38
50mm

00:50
35mm

01:51
18mm

Fig.45 Growing scale of the depicted space in The Sleuk Rith Institute (2014)

Shot 16

01:42

28mm

Shot 17

01:47

18mm

Shot 18

01:56

40mm

Shot 19

02:02

25mm

Shot 20

02:16

35mm

Shot 21

02:23

35mm

Shot 22

02:31

70mm

Fig.44 Shots breakdown of The Sleuk Rith Institute (2014)
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Differences
There are slight differences between the versions of the film published by the two parties, Zaha Hadid Architects and DC Cam. In the
Institute’s edit, a final rendering of the overall architecture was slotted
in at the transition point between two parts of the film. The insertion
of the image ruins the idea of a progressive reveal of the architecture.
In a sense, the slotted image is trying tell viewers that the proposed
architecture is a memorial of the tragic Khmer Rouge event. In addition to this rendering separating the two parts of the film, another
overview shot of the architecture was shown at the end of the film,
framing the architecture within its landscape. The text “A permanent
documentation center of Cambodia” was printed on one early shot of
the film. The texts and images were added especially for the Institute’s target audience, the general public of Cambodia. Compared to
Hadid’s version, the film never shows a complete façade in the frame,
perhaps because it would be too abstract for the general public.

00:15

00:15

Architect’s version

The addition of text in the institute’s version

00:28

00:30

Extra shot added in between

Extra shot added at the end
Fig.46 Additional information in the Institute’s version
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Conclusion
The five architectural films studied in this paper have demonstrated
a large variety of film-making techniques. The analysis of these five
films explored the benefits and consequences of the techniques employed, and a common criteria was established, where speed, position
and time are crucial in depicting architectural space in films.

The focal length of the camera lens in architectural films has impact
on viewers’ perception of space. Although a 50mm focal length is true
to the human eye, Asanowicz wonders, “but do we need the true presentation of the object?” He proposes a thesis that we need “adequate”
pictures. On this idea, he writes, “‘Adequate’ means...a picture that we
need in particular a situation.”62 Through the analysis of the films, it
is found that focal length within the range of 18-70mm is acceptable
in depicting architectural spaces. Considerably close to 50mm, the
range does not distort the architectural spaces, and so viewers can
easily relate.

Speed plays an important role in architectural film-making. In the
analysis, the speed of the moving camera is proven to be critical in order to provide viewers an adequate perception of space. The selection
of films demonstrated a large variety of camera speeds. We have the
walking speed of humans in Koolhaas Houselife as well as the speed
of bullet-trains in B.I.G.’s Slussen animation. In B.I.G.’s film, depicting architecture high speed, at an average of 57.9m/s proves to be no
ordinary experience. Ordinary experience has to be established so that
viewers can easily relate and understand the architecture.

Rodolfo Barragan wrote a dissertation that explores and develops
a system to record the experience of architecture. He writes, “An
architectural experience is by essence an indivisible entity; in order
to be recorded it needs to be fragmented, losing its original condition of an interrelated and unitarian whole.”63 Out of the five films,
four have their depicted space fragmented. Only in B.I.G.’s film did
the film-maker try to represent the architectural space as a whole
in one single journey. Asanowicz points out that viewers are led to a
director’s conclusion in a film, the director’s truth. He restates Berger,
noting that pictures that follow each other in traditional animations
create an irreversible argumentation.64 In the case of B.I.G.’s film, the
film-maker uses the virtual environment lighting to depict the architecture, from dawn to bright daylight to night. The linearity of time in
the film is the ‘director’s truth’ that viewers have to accept. This same
notion applies to Hadid’s animation.

The duration of shots has a direct relationship with the speed of the
camera, as speed is distance travelled over a duration of time. In
order to achieve a lower speed, it requires a longer time to travel the
same distance. The site of the Slussen project is too big to be encapsulate in a 3-minute animation. The fast moving camera in the film
did not allow the viewers’ eye to wander in the frame, and the subject
may disappear by the next frame soon as viewers move their eyes.
If we were to oblige to B.I.G.’s route, the animation duration must be
extended in order to experience the architecture at slower speed.
Kal Ng studies architecture and cinema, writes that, ‘The selection
of long takes as a way of narrative construction retains the spatial
temporal continuity of a scene and the actions that take place in it. It
is presumed that such a way of narrative construction, in which the
mise-se-scène and the corresponding camera decoupage plays a
crucial role in a coherence spatial depiction of the cinematic space, is
favoured in the representation of architectural ideas in the cinematic
medium.”61 The effect of long takes and slow camera speed is demonstrated in the film of Casa Sperimentale and How to Carve a Giant,
and proves to be a technique capable of providing viewers with an adequate perception of space.

In contrast to B.I.G.’s and Hadid’s films, time is undefined in the film
on Casa Sperimentale. The architecture depicted in bright colours
againsts the pitch black background creates an ambiguity of time. The
cloud of data points are suspended in space and the architecture is
suspended in time. Viewers are unable to define time of the day in the
film, hence the journey of the fly-through is rendered non-linear. The
sequence of shots in the film could be without affecting the viewers’
perception of time, because the element of time is non-existent. Time
is also non-linear in Koolhaas Houselife, which was filmed over a
week and edited into fragments65. In addition, there is the complex
time-line of How to Carve a Giant, where the past, present, and future
merge into each other. In the film, the viewers follow the director’s
play of time-lines. The intentional repositioning of multiple time-lines
sets the viewers free from the restrain to obey the linear aspect of
time. The fragmentation of space and time allows viewers to create
a space out of the film66 and to recreate an architectural experience
(regardless of accuracy), which is the ultimate goal of architectural
film-making.

The positioning of the camera is critical to the perception of space.
Amongst the five films, only in B.I.G.’s Slussen animation do we see
the architecture from far above. In the other four films, the camera
largely remains close to or inside of the architecture. In Slussen,
the highest camera height is recorded is 400 metres above ground,
whereas in the film Casa Sperimentale and How to Carve a Giant, the
maximum height above the architecture is estimated to be within 10
metres.
The 400-metre-high camera in Slussen provides an unusual ‘privileged’ view for the audience. The general public likely will never
encounter this angle of view to the city. On the other hand, the low positioning of camera in the other four films is successful in reproducing
a close to ordinary experience for viewers. The camera does not need
to be anchored on the ground or to mimic human walking, it can be
floating in space and still be relatable for viewers. In order to allow
viewers to immerse within the architectural space, it is favourable to
spend majority of the film under the highest point of the building in
order to create a close-to-ground experience. A low, humane point of
view forms the basis for an experiential architectural film.
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It is hoped that the distinctions drawn above will promote some
understanding to the functions of cinematographic and editing
techniques in architectural film-making. Allowing viewers to be free
from the strains of time is a common criteria of the aforementioned
techniques. Viewers should be able to re-edit time and space within
their own minds to create spatial concepts of the depicted architecture. Film-makers must not force their viewers, instead they must
allow viewers to roam freely in architectural space.

62
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Asanowicz, 2005
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Bêka, 2018
Bêka, 2018
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Lester Cheung: From what I have observed, all the camera paths follow perfect straight lines with locked angle,
your animation did not attempt to "walk-through" the building like human (ie. panning up the stairs and walk
around inside), why are straight lines chosen?
Thomas Parker: The straight lines are chosen due to a series of architectural conventions that we wanted to
deploy in the film, we wanted the film to feel closer to a series of moving drawings rather than just a
walkthrough, trying to allow each frame to be read for its own architectural information.
LC: The film has a strong architectural feel to it, perhaps due to the strong consistency of straight verticals, was
it on purpose for the film? Tailored to the specific audience? The sequence seemed like it follows a rule, like
what is expected in a set of architectural drawings (ie. elevation with site context, elevation, perspectival,
reflected ceiling plan, etc) Was there a storyboard prior to the production? Why were those camera paths taken?
What about the sequencing of them?
TP: The straights/verticals and architectural rules were intentional and something that we wanted to use to show
the qualities of the space in architectural terms. Rather then [than] feeling like you'd watch a film of the building,
we hoped to draw the viewer into a series of moments that might explain a bit more then [than] a film that could
have been shot on a standard camera.
There wasn't so much a story board prior to the creation of the animation, as much as a set of drawings, which
aren't too dissimilar to you're reconstructed camera paths. This allowed us to keep the content in the
architectural realm of operation whilst producing the film.
LC: Can you talk about the travelling speed of the camera employed? Most of the shots travel through space in
extremely slow speed (almost close to human average walking speed), was it intentional?
The film is almost 8 minutes long, was it a number you worked around? or did it really require that long to see
the whole architecture? (someone on Youtube commented "Great scan material, but way too long! How can you
make such an amazing project boring?")
TP: The film was actually created with the intention to only be part of an exhibition, so actually wasn't really
curated for youtube in any sort of way. The pacing of the cameras was more related to two scanned drawings, a
section and a plan, that were read in unison, and allowed for viewers to immerse themselves in the architectural
language between mediums at that speed. The intention was that this film would be viewed as a deep dive into
the larger collection of research around the building, rather then [than] as an individual piece (Hence why its run
time feels rather odd on youtube).
LC: The camera focal length seemed to stay within the range of 25mm-35mm (please correct me if I am wrong),
why not a wider or tighter angle of view chosen?
TP: This is actually slightly misleading, as the software used to animate these pointclouds has a bit of a clunky
relationship to 'standard' lens parameters whilst animating. The focal length is roughly 18-25mm, but rather
then [than] having a spherical lens the digital lens is a flat plate, so gives a false impression of having a much
narrower FoV. (This gets into a rather boring conversations around optics, but I would assume for the sake of
your analysis that you're roughly correct there).
LC: Is there any other reason why the black background is used? (Assuming it is the best background colour to
view the coloured point-cloud)
TP: Not particularly, the black background seems to be the least distracting in regards to visual content, so was
chosen as the default.
LC: Was the lack of music intentional?
TP: Again, this is due to the exhibition, and the fact that we didn't want music planning in the space.
LC: The first shot begins with many trees at the back, was it trying to relate Casa Sperimentale's idea of
treehouse?
TP: Yes, this was for that reason, as well as the fact that we wanted to establish more of the landscape that
existed around the house.
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